EFFECTS   OF   THE   RENAISSANCE
being all more or less on the same level of culture. It was a simple-
minded public, spontaneously indulging its natural tastes. Even
when the creators of artistic and literary works possessed genius
or great technical skill, they shared the ideas and feelings of their
public. The Renaissance not only brought forth artists and writers
capable of producing works of more subtle refinement, but created
a privileged public of the initiated, endowed by their education
with a capacity for enjoying these works. The great mass of the
people was still too unsophisticated to appreciate a subtle type
of art and clung to its own spontaneous tastes; but nothing was
now forthcoming to satisfy them except works that were despised
by persons of refined taste.
Thus a breach was made in the artistic and literary unity of the
French nation, which split up into a small group of the initiated
on the one hand, to whom the works of this erudite and sophisti-
cated art appealed, and the mass of the population on the other
hand, which was thrown back upon the art known by the con-
temptuous epithet of 'popular'. This separation was marked by
a difference of nomenclature, the 'mechanical arts', which pro-
duced useful objects, being distinguished from the 'fine arts', which
were preoccupied with beauty alone. The man working at the
mechanical arts still bore the old French name of 'artisan', while
the worker at the fine arts took the Italian name of 'artist'. The
writers of purely literary works assumed names drawn from
antiquity, such as those of poet, orator, or dramatist (dramaturge),
the only French names left being those of the romance-writer
(romancier) and song-writer (ckansonnier).
In France, as in the rest of Europe, the result was a definitive
cleavage between the public interested in the learned arts and the
public devoted to the popular arts. The narrow group of lovers
of art and letters which was inclined to take pleasure in fine work
and beautiful language was recruited, on the one hand, in court
circles, where fine taste was combined with fine manners in the
ladies and nobles, and, on the other hand, among the men trained
in the colleges, where they had studied Latin literature - or the
'humanities', as they were called. It was for these privileged beings
that artists and writers produced works of subtle and conscious
art, conforming to the rules and very often pompous, conventional,
or affected. The mass of the people, devoid of all artistic and
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